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INTRODUCTION

Personnel have been identified as the most valuable component of national defence, and the key capability in defence mission success. ¹ In order to carry out its assigned missions effectively, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) needs appropriate numbers of personnel, both Regular Force (Reg F) and Reserve Force (P Res), with the requisite skills needed for all three environments. To ensure appropriate numbers of trained personnel are available, the CAF must continually attract, select, and train thousands of new recruits each year to not only account for attrition, but also, as identified in Canada’s new defence policy Strong, Secure, Engaged (SSE), grow the force.

SSE has identified growth targets for both the Reg F and P Res. The Reg F is to grow by 3,500 to 71,500, the P Res is to grow by 1,500 to 30,000, however, the CAF is struggling to

account for attrition, let alone accommodate these identified targets. The current recruitment challenges the CAF is experiencing are not unique to the defence sector, the CAF like other employers have a workforce comprising of Baby Boomers Generation (born between 1946-1964) who continue to retire, Generation X members (born between 1965–1979), now occupying a comparably small number of leadership positions, leaving the Millennial’s (born between 1980 to 2000) as the largest workforce group. Currently the Millennial Generation (MG) comprise over 27.5 percent of the Canadian population and so will continue to be the largest target audience for current CAF recruiting endeavours.

Currently, the Canadian government has 768 social media channels (platforms) focused primarily on recruitment. Of those social media channels, we know the MG uses Facebook and Instagram more than any other social network. The CAF has a dedicated recruitment Facebook channel, as well as Instagram accounts separated by geographic region. Both and acts as a key portals to contact recruiters. By effectively adopting social media, the CAF has a proven robust infrastructure to deliver its messaging to a broad audience, and by focusing its use of different channels, based on known target audiences of different social media platforms, it can focus specific messaging to different generational groups. Each generational group has established

---

distinct characteristics; specific messaging can therefore be designed to appeal to a specific generational group.  

However, despite the CAF’s improved use of social media, the organization is not as appealing to the MG and therefore the CAF continues to fail to meet recruiting targets from this the largest of the potential recruit populations. An analysis of the British Army, “Your Army Needs You” campaign shows that the CAF recruiting message has failed to resonate with its intended target population. For the CAF to be considered an employer of choice, recruitment messaging needs to highlight key organizationally compatible MG characteristics, characteristics closely aligned with established CAF Principles, Values and Expected Behaviours, the characteristics of ethical behaviour, willingness to embracing diversity, enthusiasm for learning, and team orientation. An analysis of the British campaign also shows that the CAF recruiting materials have missed an opportunity to highlight what are considered organizationally incompatible MG characteristics as a recruitment opportunity rather than barrier, perceived MG negative characteristics of over confidence, lack of resiliency, hesitancy to take risks, and a desire to stay close to parents. The CAF’s failure to fully embrace key messaging relevant to MG characteristics means that current efforts will not be successful in making the CAF an employer of choice to this generational group.

MILLENNIAL GENERATION CHARACTERISTICS

---

An individual’s membership in a cohort of individuals who were born at a similar time and a similar place has an important impact on who they are not only as individuals but also as a group. Generational groups embody different characteristics, these characteristics are defined by shared social, economic and political environments and experiences growing up. These experiences shape the generations view of the world around them and so their expectations. If we compare individuals in the MG to previous generational groups, common recognized characteristics include individuals that are optimistic, value ethical behaviour, enthusiastic for learning, multi-taskers, team orientated, and embracing towards diversity. The DND and CAF Code of Values and Ethics outlines organizational principles, specific values, and expected behaviours that closely align with four of these MG characteristics, those of ethical behaviour, willingness to embracing diversity, enthusiasm for learning, and team orientation. The DND and CAF Ethical Principle of “Respect the Dignity of all Persons” and “Obey and Support Lawful Authority” directly links to the MG characteristics of ethical behaviour and willingness to embracing diversity. The DND and CAF Specific Values of “Excellence”, directly links to the MG characteristics of enthusiasm for learning, and team orientation. These MG characteristics are therefore organizationally compatible.

However, other aspects of the military as a way of life we know are not as compatible or a natural fit with the MG. The characteristics often bemoaned by previous generations make employment in a large organization where discipline is paramount and the primary focus on operations requires individuals to put aside their own needs for their mission makes the CAF less

---

attractive. Known organizationally incompatible MG characteristics include a perceived over confidence, lack of resiliency, hesitancy to take risks, and a desire to stay close to parents.  

KEY ELEMENTS OF A MG RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN

Organizations have clear objectives when designing recruitment campaigns. Campaigns may be targeted towards increasing or maintaining the profile of an organization, filling a wide range personnel vacancy’s, or focused on a small number of skilled candidate vacancies. Whatever the intent of the campaign, modern military recruitment campaigns require an organization to advertise both internally and externally using a wide range of media techniques encompassing traditional print, video, as well as extensive use of social media. Traditional military recruitment campaigns often relied on dramatic scenes designed to grab the audience’s attention, often of military hardware and personnel in challenging environments. As exciting as these scenes are, modern audiences are not easily impressed. For the prospective MG employee to take the next step, to look beyond the initial “hook” and to seek further information about a potential employer, the message needs to resonate. For a message to resonate it must connect with an audience on a personal level, talk to audiences’ motivations and desires. An accepted way to make a message resonate is to tailor the message to a known group’s characteristics.

---

A comparison between the current CAF recruitment campaign titled “Dare to be Extraordinary”, rolled out in 2017, and the British Army “Your Army Needs You” campaign rolled out in 2019, demonstrates both similarities and differences in how the different campaigns have tackled the need to create a message that resonates. But how successful have both campaigns been to highlight both institutionally compatible MG characteristics whilst using perceived institutionally incompatible MG characteristics as an opportunity to generate excitement and interest?

“DARE TO BE EXTRAORDINARY”, THE CAF CAMPAIGN

The “Dare to be Extraordinary” recruitment campaign was designed from the outset to appeal to the MG, its main goal to ensure greater awareness and a better understanding of diverse career opportunities available in the CAF in both full-time and part-time employment. The campaign continues to this day in the form of the “Priority Occupations campaign”. Its objective is to recruit to in-demand positions in the CAF as quickly as possible to maintain CAF operational capability. The key messaging of the campaign has been to showcase individuals in civilian settings and then those same individuals in extraordinary settings in different military occupations. The theme of the campaign is shared through a variety of digital formats, the most important being the main Canada.ca/forces-jobs e-recruiting website. The CAF campaign is targeted towards the 18 to 34 age group, with a focus on of all races, genders and backgrounds.

---

However, how effective has it been in resonating with the MG, and specifically appeal to both known organizationally compatible and incompatible MG characteristics?

If we consider the organizationally compatible MG characteristic of ethical behaviour, the videos and commentary speak of pride in serving, of wearing the uniform, and demonstrated in roles such as the medic serving to treat the ill and injured. The organizationally compatible MG characteristic of willingness to embracing diversity is clearly portrayed with a broad variety of ethnic backgrounds portrayed in the personnel profiled, as well as specific content provided on the main recruiting website regarding women, Indigenous Peoples and ethnic minorities. The organizationally compatible MG characteristic of enthusiasm for learning is portrayed with images and information referencing both classroom, field training and paid education. The organizationally compatible MG characteristic of team orientation is showcased at every opportunity, the importance of team teams working together to be successful is a overarching theme.

If we consider known organizationally incompatible MG characteristics, the campaign provides narrative referencing how the individual CAF members showcased overcame the challenges of training and a perceived lack of resiliency, highlighted by the example of the infantier who took initial failures in the training environment into a successful career. The organizationally incompatible MG of hesitancy to take risks is referenced, the profiled CAF members speaking of their determination to be successful by taking risks and overcoming

---

challenges. The organizationally incompatible MG characteristic of *a desire to stay close to parent’s* was cleverly but subtly referenced. The recommendation to join the CAF coming from one of the profiled CAF members parent, suggesting permission given and therefore approval provided.

Overall the “Dare to be Extraordinary” recruitment campaign successfully used the tried and tested formula of presenting dramatic scenes with military hardware in action as the hook, however, its forms a reference point only, the focus is certainly on the individual’s and the job opportunities in the CAF. Overall, when considering organizationally compatible MG characteristics, the campaign effectively resonates. However, when referencing organizationally incompatible MG characteristics the difference between the CAF campaign and the British Army campaign become very evident. It’s not that the CAF campaign doesn’t talk to incompatible MG characteristics, its just the references made in the campaign are very subtle, and although supported by adequate information on the website, the messaging lacks the provocative and controversial approach of the British Army campaign.

“YOUR ARMY NEEDS YOU”, THE BRITISH ARMY CAMPAIGN

The British Army “Your Army Needs You” recruitment campaign, rolled out in 2019 is the third and final phase of the ongoing recruitment campaign all focused around “belonging”. Previous phases have been the “This is Belonging” campaign of 2018, and the “Finding a Place” campaign of 2017.  

Besides video and radio advertisements, a variety of digital formats including Facebook, Instagram, posters, and the Army Be the Best recruiting website are used.  

The posters, on display across the UK consisted of six images based upon a modernisation of the infamous Lord Kitchener ‘Your Country Needs You’ posters but contains an image of a modern soldier with different phrases including ‘Binge Gamers’, ‘Class Clowns’, ‘Snow Flakes’, and ‘Selfie Addicts’ etc. The goals of the campaign is to present the British Army as an organization that see’s the best in people, giving individuals with a drive to succeed and a job where they can do something meaningful.

The recruitment campaign goals were to reverse years of missed recruiting targets with an estimated total shortfall of about 21% to 45%. However, how effective has the campaign been in resonating with the MG and specifically appeal to both known organizationally compatible and incompatible MG characteristics? If we consider the organizationally compatible MG characteristics of ethical behaviour, multiple references are made in the video’s, the most recognizable being a video with of soldiers assisting with a humanitarian disaster response. Appealing to the organizationally compatible MG characteristic of willingness to embracing diversity, every element of the campaign shows a diverse group of young soldiers are profiled from various ethnic backgrounds, this diversity being especially evident in the recruitment

---

posters. The organizationally compatible MG characteristic of enthusiasm for learning is referenced throughout the campaign, with military and technical training highlighted, including earning military and civilian qualifications. Finally, the organizationally compatible MG characteristic of team orientation is highlighted, with images of soldiers working together at every opportunity and in a variety of challenging situations.

It's when we consider how the campaign deals with organizationally incompatible MG characteristics the differences really stand out between the campaigns. Rather than just reference these within the campaign materials as the CAF campaign has, the British Army campaign has highlighted these organizationally incompatible MG characteristics in dramatic fashion by use of the Lord Kitchener styled ‘Your Country Needs You’ campaign posters. This has highlighted MG perceived weaknesses as strengths valued by the organization. Examples include referencing the organizationally incompatible MG characteristic of over confidence, the moniker on a poster labeled “class clown”, however, rather then being as a negative characteristic, its touted as a positive in the form of “spirit”. The incompatible MG characteristic of lack of resiliency is referenced by a young soldier profiled as a “Binge Gamer”, touted as “Drive”. The incompatible MG characteristic of hesitancy to take risks is highlighted with the moniker “Selfie Addicts”, a negative stereotype turned into a positive characteristic, stating the British Army needs individuals with “confidence”. Lastly, the organizationally incompatible MG

characteristic of a desire to stay close to parents is referenced, however, rather than simply a mention made in a video as with the CAF campaign, the concept of a military family has been the central focus of British Army campaign series through the “This is Belonging” and the “Finding a Place” phases.

Overall the British Army “Your Army Needs You” recruitment campaign successfully used the tried and tested formula of presenting dramatic scenes with military hardware in action as the hook, however, just as with the CAF campaign, it forms a reference point only, the focus is certainty on the individual’s and the job opportunities available. The campaign certainly resonates with careful and effective reference made to both organizationally compatible and incompatible MG characteristics. However, the campaign really stands out as unique is the way in which negative MG stereotypes are so effectively used to resonate with the target audience. MG prospective employees, tired of the stereotypes, now have an employer that values them for the characteristics that make them unique.

CONCLUSION

Despite launching in a flurry of controversy, the British Army “Your Army Needs You” campaign has seen a two-fold increase in recruit applications. Unlike the CAF’s “Dare to be Extraordinary” campaign, the risky move of highlighting organizationally incompatible MG

characteristics has been a rallying call to the targeted groups. The lesson learned for the CAF, be bold, create a message that resonates by crafting a message the MG can’t ignore!
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